
GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT: 
ROME , TUSCANY & BERLIN

JULY 4–15, 2024

Water touches almost every aspect of our daily lives—but have we realized its 
full potential? During this educational tour to Rome and Tuscany plus three-day 
leadership conference in Berlin, we’ll dive in to better understand the importance 
of water and explore ways to harness this natural resource to make a bigger 
difference around the world. 
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Learn from experts during engaging 
workshops and discussions. Past 
Summit speakers include Al Gore, 
Jane Goodall, Sir Ken Robinson, and 
Soledad O’Brien. 

Thought leaders among us 

Working on a small international 
team, you’ll use the design-thinking 
process to create and present 
solutions to a global challenge. 

Project-based learning 

From innovative thinking to public 
speaking, every moment at an EF 
Summit is designed to inspire growth.

Change you can feel 

Explore Europe on an immersive 
educational tour centered around 
The Impact of Water on Society.

Immersive travel 

What to expect on a Summit  
It’s all about making an impact in the way that matters most to you. You’ll explore 
global topics to find what motivates you, combine that with your new, hands-on 
discovery of what matters to others, and use it all to make a difference that will 
last far longer than the Summit experience itself. 

Global Leadership Summit: 
The Impact of 
Water on Society



From Rome’s aqueducts to Tuscany’s thermal hot springs and tunnels, discover 
how water has and continues to impact Italy’s culture and society. Start in 
Rome—once the center of the entire Western world—where you’ll learn how 
ancient Romans strategically used water to win battles, provide clean drinking 
water, and prevent disease. Then, travel to Tuscany, a region often visited for its 
spa traditions and healing waters, before ending your adventure in Berlin at our 
inspiring leadership conference.

Your itinerary 

Berlin (4)

Rome (3)

Montecatini (3)

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT: 
ROME , TUSCANY & BERLIN
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DAY 1: Fly overnight to Italy 

DAY 2: Rome   
•   Self-guided walking tour of Rome 

DAY 3: Rome   
•   Sightseeing in Rome, Colosseum and Roman Forum visit

DAY 4: Rome | Castel Gondolfo | Montecatini 
•   Travel to Tuscany via Lazio, sightseeing in Castel Gondolfo, Barberini Gardens  

and papal farm visit

DAY 5: Montecatini | Florence    
•   Day trip to Florence, sightseeing in Florence, thermal hot springs and baths visit 

DAY 6: Montecatini | Siena   
•   Day trip to Siena, Bottini tunnels visit

DAY 7: Montecatini | Rome 
•   Travel back to Rome via Marmore Falls, Marmore Falls hike

DAY 8: Rome | Berlin 
•   Flight to Berlin, walking tour of Berlin

DAY 9: Berlin | Leadership Conference 
•   Sightseeing in Berlin, Topography of Terror Museum, leadership 

conference begins

DAYS 10–11: Berlin | Leadership Conference 

DAY 12: Depart for home

PLUS YOU’LL GET:

An incredible Tour Director 
who stays with you on tour and 
throughout the conference
 
Breakfast and dinner every day, 
plus two lunches while you’re at the 
conference in Berlin
 
Hotels with private bathrooms plus 
a comfortable motorcoach 
 
A newfound passion to make 
lasting, positive change Don’t wait—space is limited!

Scan the code to 
get started

LEARN MO
RE!


